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NEW QUESTION: 1
A NetScaler Engineer plans to deploy a third-party application
that will perform scheduled configuration auditing by using
NITRO API with a REST interface.
Which management protocol should the engineer enable to allow
NITRO API access?
A. Telnet
B. SNMP
C. SSH
D. HTTP
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
When continuing unique events, one uses a p-chart. The number
plotted on a chart would be either a proportion or a
percentage. When counting total events (e.g., the number of
falls per patient day each month), one plots a ratio on a
u-chart.

Examples of attributes data plotted as percentage on p-charts
include figures such as (Choose two):
A. Percentage of visits by every patient
B. Percentage of patients who died
C. Percentage of patients discharged
D. Percentage of scripts that had one or more medication errors
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A firmware upgrade on a fabric interconnect fails. A bootflash
contains a valid image. Drag and drop the recovery steps from
the left onto the correct order on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which three characteristics of AAA with TACACS+ are true?
(Choose three.)
A. It runs on UDP port 1812
B. It runs on TCP port 49.
C. It uses a client-server architecture.
D. It is a standards-based implementation.
E. It is a Cisco-proprietary implementation.
F. It uses a client-private cloud architecture.
Answer: A,C,D
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